Mobile caching at the edge of the wireless network has been regarded as an ideal approach that can alleviate the user access latencies. While there is a problem that the user terminal (UT) is moving too fast when enter a serving cache area, it may not have enough time to acquire the required data from the cache. One solution is to predict the UT's future location and pre-prepare the requested content at the cache devices that will appear in the UT's future path. Once the UT arrive at the serving cache area, they can directly acquire the data since it is already at the location, rather than send in a request to update the cache.
Introduction
Due to the fast development of the fifth generation of mobile communication (5G) and the rapid expansion of the smart mobile devices, a massive mobile data traffic has been generated within the wireless network [1] . As such, the demand of the wireless network capacity has been increasing intensively. To do this, a cost efficient approach is needed to meet huge demand of the traffic of the content centric work [2] . Advanced caching technique is seen to be an ideal approach to achieve this. The caching techniques uses mobile cache devices to cache the content at the edge of the wireless networks, which are base stations (BSs) and user terminals (UTs). Figure 1 shows an example of a cache-enabled network. In the cache-enabled network, UTs can acquire the content from these cache devices directly rather than from the core network via the backhaul links. Compared with the traditional method, the cacheenabled networks do not need to upgrade the massive high-capacity backhaul links. This is also from the fact that the price of the cache-enabled devices such as solid state drives (SSDs) have been significantly decreased over the past few years. Consequently, the costs can be managed more effectively. Besides that, the delay can be reduced since the requested content are directly from the cache devices at the wireless edge, rather than from the core network via the backhaul links. Therefore, cache technique is a promising approach which can both save the cost and reduce the delays [2] [3] .
Most of the work related to cache design did not consider the effects of user mobility, which is very important to reduce the latency [2] . For example, a UT is moving too fast when enter a serving cache area, it may not have enough time to acquire the required data from the cache [4] . To mitigate this, the cache data needs to be sent prior to the arrival of the UT. By predicting the UT's future location and pre-preparing the requested content at the cache devices. Once the UT arrive at the serving cache area, they can directly acquire the data since it is already at the location, rather than send in a request to update the cache. The key point to achieve this reliably is the accuracy of the location prediction. In this paper, we proposed a location prediction model based on prediction-by-partialmatching (PPM) algorithm which has a high perdition rate. Table 1 The notification.
Symbol Description X
The future location S
The UT trajectory set C
The context n
The order of the context P R SP
The probability of prediction The region set The special location | The number of times of one specific location appears in the sequence when given a UT trajectory
The number of times of the total set of the special location appear in the sequence when given a UT trajectory The probability of PPM The probability of reality
Related work
The PPM algorithm is mostly used in lossless compression [5] . According to [6] , each lossless compression algorithm can be used for prediction. Hence, PPM can also be used to predict future location with high accuracy [7] . In [8] , a cooperative caching scheme has been proposed for the content delivery in the vehicular content centric network. From the historical path records, the probability of the future location of the vehicles can be computed by PPM algorithm. This allow the algorithm to choose the caching nodes in the future paths to decrease the communication delay and to increase the hit ratio. According to proposal in [9] , PPM algorithm can address the problems in the location prediction, such as the zero frequency problem. This algorithm deals with the zero frequency problem by using a special escape mechanism. Reference [7] discussed a proposal for PPM algorithm for both the geographic location information and the semantic information, e.g. the reason why the terminals are in the specific location, the time when the terminals arrive and leave. The prediction of this proposed PPM model considers both the future destinations and the future routes, which helps the determination of the base nodes in the UTs' future paths. In [10] , a PPM algorithm using three-order context is proposed. By given the information of the historical time, location and the future time, the future location can be accurately predicted. Specifically, the accuracy of the prediction is approximately 92%.
In [11] , s spatial-temporal prediction method based on PPM algorithm is proposed. This novelty of this approach is using the temporal context information to predict the future leaving/arriving time and the future location.
Methodology
The notification is shown in Table 1 Algorithm 
Data collection
The input of the PPM algorithm is the location data which were collected from volunteers in Ningbo during a six-month period. An application which can be used to record the GPS information (longitude and latitude coordinates) was installed into the volunteer's UT to capture their UT's trajectory. The special locations were designated and when a volunteer arrived the location, it will be recorded automatically including other useful information such as the specific landmark of the location such as building name, which floor, etc. There are six special locations were chosen to represent the UT trajectory. These six special locations are designated as location 'a', location 'b', location 'c', location 'd', location 'e' and location 'f' respectively. Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of the data collection.
Prediction by partial matching algorithm (PPM)
The output of the PPM algorithm is a value between 0 and 1, which can be regarded as the probability of the next location. By given an input sequence S, an n-order context C and the future location X, the model of the PPM algorithm is shown like Figure 2 , and the predictive probability of the future location based on the context is represented as ( | ) .In addition, in order to deal with the zero frequency problem, an escape mechanism is used [8] . The definition of the zero frequency problem is that X cannot be found after the context. The escape mechanism is used to generate the escape probability ( | ), which displays the probability that X cannot be found after the context C. The computation is start from the maximum given order n. If the future location can be found after the context, the probability ( | ) will be output and the process is finished. If the location cannot be found after the context, the escape probability ( | )=1-( | ) will be output. When occurs escape, the order is replaced by the order-1. Then the new order is used to restart the last Figure 2 The model of PPM algorithm. Table 2 The number of times of each corresponding sequence in the input sequence.
Order=2
Order=1 C X N P C X N P ac a 1 1/2 c a 1 1/5 esc 1 1/2 d 2 2/5 esc 2 1/5 process and output the probability. The process will be finished when the future location X is found after the context or the order=-1. And the final predictive probability is multiplied by the sub probabilities of each processes. The complete expression of the probability is like:
Where ( | ) and ( | ) mean the probability and escape probability corresponding to the related order. ′ and ′ represent the suffix of C and the new order in an escape scenario. ∑ represents X appearing after the context in the training sequence. In addition, when order is -1, the probability −1 = 1 , where N is the number of the sequence. At the same time, stands for the counts of the appearance of the XC in the sequence. We can acquire the following equations,
Algorithm 2 summarizes the procedure of the PPM algorithm.
Given an example to help understand the computation of PPM algorithm, where the input sequence is {a, b, c, d, e, a, c, a, d,  a, b, d, c, d , a} the UT trajectory is 'ac' and the future location is 'd'. We obtain the probability P (d|ac) with Eq. (1). Firstly, the context is 'ac' and the sequence 'acd' cannot be found in the input sequence, the probability P (d|ac) = ( | ) × ( | ′ ) . Based on Eq. (3), we output the escape probability ( | ). Then, the new order is replaced by the original order -1, ′ is the suffix of context and ′ ='c' the order is replaced by order-1. The new sequence 'cd' can be found in the input sequence. Then the probability ( | ) can be obtain according to Eq. (2). Table 2 summarizes the number of times of each corresponding sequence appears in the input sequence.
Algorithm 2 PPM algorithm Input: S Output: P.
⊳ the probability of prediction 1:
for all X ∈ S do 3:
If CX ∈ S then 4:
← P(X|C) 5:
else if ′ X ∈ S then 6: P ← P(escape|C) × P(X| ′ ) 7: end 8: end
Predicting the future location by prediction by partial matching algorithm
For the location prediction model, the UT trajectory corresponds to the input sequence of the PPM algorithm and each special location corresponds to the symbol of the input sequence. The probability of the UT's future location can be acquired from the above formula in 3.1. To acquire the probabilities of each location corresponding to the given subtrajectory and rank the probabilities from top to bottom. The higher value is, the location has more probability that will appear in the UT's future path. The location which has a very high probability can be think as the predicting future location and pre-prepare the requested data for the cache devices in the future location.
The likelihood of the location in reality & the difference value between PPM and reality
In this section, the probability of the future location when given a known UT sub-trajectory are defined as the following Eq. (4). In Eq. (4), represents the number of times of one specific location appears in the sequence when given a UT trajectory. ∑ | represents the number of the times for the total set of location appears in the sequence when given a UT trajectory.
The difference value is defined as the following Eq. (5). In Eq. (5), represents the probability of PPM and represents the probability of reality.
Difference value= |
− |
The prediction accuracy is defined as Eq. (6).
Prediction accuracy=1-
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Results

The Comparison between the simulation result and the reality
In this section, the objective is to investigate the probability in PPM and reality considering the difference types of order. We randomly select ten UT trajectories with the future location, the probability of the one order PPM, two order PPM and three order PPM with their corresponding reality are shown in Figure 3 , Figure 4 , Figure 5 , respectively. From Figure 3 , with Eq. (5), the minimum difference value is 0.7%, the maximum difference value is 2.9% and the average difference value is 1%. From Figure 4 , the minimum difference value is 0.6%, the maximum difference value is 3.6% and the average difference value is 1.7%. From Figure 5 , the minimum difference value is 0.6%, the maximum difference value is 3.5% and the average difference value is 1.9%. The difference value indicates that the probability of PPM is almost the same with the reality. In addition, in this three types of PPM model, the minimum prediction accuracy is 86.6% and the average prediction accuracy is 95.7%, which can be regarded that PPM algorithm has a high prediction accuracy
The influence of different order for the location prediction
After the validation that PPM has a high location prediction accuracy, we investigate the influence of different order for the location prediction. Table 3 displays the number of the future location that has a probability more than 0.9 based on 1-order, 2-order and 3-order PPM model, respectively. The UT trajectory has a probability larger than 0.9 means that the future location can be well predicted for its corresponding historical UT trajectory. It can be seen that 1-order PPM has 1, 2-oreder PPM has 6 and 3-order PPM has 13 UT trajectory whose prediction probability is larger than 0.9. It can be concluded that 1 location can be well predicted in 1-order PPM model, 6 locations in 2-order PPM model and 13 in 3orderorder PPM model when given a corresponding UT trajectory. Therefore, in this model, 3-order PPM algorithm has the best location prediction performance compared with the other two PPM algorithms. Table 3 The number of the UT trajectory that has a high probability > 0.9. 1 order 2 order 3 order P>0.9 1 6 13
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a future location prediction model from the historical UT trajectory. We first proposed an algorithm to discover the special location from the UT historical trajectory (longitude and latitude coordinates) and use these special locations to better represent the UT trajectory. We predict the UT's future location by the optimised UT trajectory based on PPM algorithm. From the simulation result, it has shown that PPM has a high prediction accuracy comparing with the reality. Apart from this, in our experiment, the 3-order PPM has the best location prediction performance compared with the 1-order PPM and 2-order PPM algorithm.
